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As Australians are developing their awareness of the importance of the Asia-Pacific 
Basin, it is significant that school students are provided with opportunities to understand 
our Asian neighbours. A knowledge and understanding of Asian peoples and cultures 
will enhance student opportunities to participate in the social, cultural and economic life 
of this dynamic region. As our future leaders, our students need these understanding 
and skills if they are to contribute to Australia’s role in the development of this region. 
 
Few would doubt that an awareness of the Asia-Pacific region is on the political and 
educational agenda. How do we respond to this pressure? Conversations with 
colleagues about the significance of Asian studies and why, indeed, we should consider 
incorporating or infusing Asian studies into an already crowded curriculum reveal 
something of the plethora of issues surrounding it. 
 
Perspectives 
 
Teacher A 
 
I’d like to teach about Asia. I think it is important that we focus on such a divergent and rapidly 
developing region. I just feel so inadequate about my own skills and knowledge that I really 
don’t think I could teach about it. My generation had such a Eurocentric education, what I know 
about the Asia-Pacific region is based upon what I’ve read in newspapers and observed on 
television. That’s not a solid enough basis from which to teach! 
 
Teacher B 
 
If only we had the resources – then teaching about Asia might be an attainable goal. The source 
books in my school are of the old, narrative history era. They are value laden with European 
perspectives and tend to be patronising in their evaluation of Asian people in general. 
 
What do we really mean by Asia anyway? 
 
I think I’d do more damage and unintentionally contribute to racist stereotypes if I used such 
resources. Teachers really need materials that are primary source based and reflect a range of 
ethnic and regional voices. The different people from these areas need to have their voices 
heard. Otherwise we are teaching about a way of life that existed sixty years ago. 
 
Teacher C 
 
I have purchased several university texts to study in an effort to develop my own knowledge 
about the Asian region but this isn’t really the best start. There aren’t many teachers interested 
in teaching about Asia in my region. I feel quite isolated. I wish there were more incentives for 
teachers to develop their expertise in new areas. I would like the opportunity to meet with 
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teachers of similar interest and to participate in in-service sessions that focus on developing not 
only content, but also pedagogy. 
 
Teacher D 
 
Petty’s cartoon in the Melbourne Age summed it up for me. He depicted the Australian 
contingent to the United Nation’s peacekeeping force in Cambodia in the foreground. The 
Commander-in-Chief is shown pointing to a map of the world, declaring, “Right men – 
somewhere in here is Cambodia!” He is actually pointing to a blank region in between the 
Untied Kingdom and Australia. The only nations drawn distinctively on the map are the USA and 
New Zealand. Two “Asian” spots on this map can be identified as Hong Kong and Singapore. 
Most Australian school children think of Asia in these terms. I should add the qualification that 
only the more affluent ones know of the “stopovers” if their parents have travelled overseas. 
How do we break the “Asian stopover” mentally and develop an education system which 
actively encourages us to teach about this region? 
 
Teacher E 
 
Teaching new content areas is very expensive exercise in the school setting. I have to justify the 
costs of purchasing class sets of basic source books and that often amounts to thirty copies at 
A$26 to A$30 per book. Commercially produced resources such as videotapes cost up to A$90 
each, slide sets at least A$50. I have to think carefully about spending such money so that I, or 
others in my Department, can teach a unit of work which is oriented towards Asia. If we are to 
set legitimate research tasks to extend classroom learning, we must ensure that our students 
have access to adequate resources in the school library. This entails reference books and 
journal articles. 
 
Teacher F 
 
I read about this terrific unit based on investigating active women citizens in the Philippines. The 
writer referred to a case study of gender and citizenship as women activists protested against 
the construction of a nuclear power plant under the Marcos dictatorship. The study 
encompassed issues such as how active women citizens continue to lobby for change in the 
post-Marcos era, how activists target changes in legislation and better working conditions for 
peasant women. As well, it addressed social and health issues relating to AIDS in the attempt to 
improve the conditions for women in the Philippines. I was terribly excited by this article. The 
pedagogical implications of providing opportunities for students to investigate a case study 
which centres on gender issues could be investigated via the actions of Filipino women from 
different sections of society made me conscious of how Asian studies can be process oriented 
and child centred. Students should be able to critically reflect upon the similarities and 
differences of active citizenship in an Asian society and their own society. How rewarding, I 
thought! Then reality hit home. I did not have these resources in my school. I could not afford to 
purchase even some of the materials as my budget allocations were finalised. The librarian had 
already advised me that, due to funding cuts, our school would no longer subscribe to Time or 
Newsweek. Great! Paul Keating delivers a diatribe on our role in the Asia-Pacific region and 
recession budgets reduce school spending on resources. How do I teach about issues relevant 
to Asia and Australia under these conditions? 
 
Teacher G 
 
The real need to be served is developing strategies to teach about other cultures and value 
systems. Teachers need guidelines to cope with this. 
 
Teacher H 
 
I am concerned with this growing emphasis on economic development and accountability in 
education. If Asian studies is seen to fall into the category of a bureaucratic, centralist imposition 
on schools because the federal government has suddenly decided that we need to produce 
business people for the Asia-Pacific basin in the year 2010 – then it won’t succeed. Imposed 
“innovations” rarely work. Teachers need to value change as a catalyst for developing 
knowledge and cultural understanding. Teachers want to contribute to the education of their 
students by participating in the decision making process and selecting what they consider to be 
the most appropriate strategies for their classrooms. If teachers “value” the change they will 
inevitably work had to make it succeed. Asian studies fall into this context. Teachers have to 
value it and its significant for their students. Convincing teachers of the need for Asia literacy is 
the starting point, supporting and guiding them in implementing strategies for this is the process.  
 
The Challenge 
 
The challenge facing educators is how to structure courses and design leaning 
experiences that question our Eurocentric and traditional views of Asian peoples and 
foster an Asia-literate generation of Australians. An inherent and pivotal feature of this 
process is to provide opportunities for students to develop the skills required and the 
values necessary to interact with the peoples of this region in a discourse that 
generates a new cultural awareness. 
 
This awareness might compromise an appreciation of cultural diversity, a desire to take 
action in order to produce effective change, values which promote cooperation and 
respect for human rights, equity and an acknowledgement of the ways in which different 
cultures contribute to our shared humanity. Such lofty ideals inspire and enthuse 
teachers, but the reality of implementing Asian studies is daunting. It appears daunting 
for few teachers have a knowledge and expertise in Asian studies and in the 
methodology required to teach about cultural differences. 
 
The Infusion Approach 
 
Recent developments that attempt to promote the study of Asia as a worthwhile step 
towards an Asia-literate generation advocate the infusion of Asian studies into the 
school curriculum. By incorporating various case studies and work units based upon 
Asian cultures into existing units across curriculum offerings, it is hoped that a general 
awareness will develop. This approach is generally preferred as there are obvious 
disadvantages in attempting to introduce a separate Asian Studies subject. The latter 
would have to compete with an already crowded curriculum, only some students would 
select it and it might not be supported by teachers because of the huge professional 
commitment and costs necessary to implement it. 
 
An infusion approach allows teachers to work within the confines of existing syllabuses 
at their own pace, gradually to build up expertise and resources, and to link Asian 
example into existing themes (for example, issues of nationalism, controversial studies 
of development, the movement of democracy) or use Asian examples as contrasts. The 
infusion process thus provides a starting point. 
 
Teachers need more than the mere opportunity or freedom to infuse Asian studies. 
They need specific guidelines to hep them structure child centred, process driven 
learning experiences so that the value laden implications of teaching about very 
different cultures is handled sensitively and constructively. 
 
Teachers Needs – Skills and Resources 
 
Teachers need to have the opportunity to participate in continuing professional 
development workshops. Such workshops might provide them with knowledge in terms 
of content (case studies such as the one referred to by Teacher F which focuses on 
gender and social change in the Philippines)1 and knowledge in terms of the skills and 
strategies necessary to teach about different cultures and problematic inquiries into 
controversial issues. Both of these requirements might partly be facilitated by the 
availability of translations of contemporary materials which reflect the voices of Asian 
peoples. Academics can play a vital role in meeting these needs by publishing 
translations of sources which challenge the stereotypical images of Asians prevalent in 
traditional texts. Academic commentary upon such collections of sources could, in turn, 
be used in the classroom as secondary sources for students to critique. Source 
materials and skills are prerequisites for preparing units of work on Asian studies. 
 
The availability of exemplar units of work devised by classroom teachers on particular 
issues or themes that embody practice and focus on different cultures and regions of 
Asia would encourage teachers to adopt Asian studies. Teachers need resources and 
models and the availability of such materials would encourage teachers to devise new 
units of their own or to adapt existing materials to their specific needs. 
 
It is desirable that academic researchers link into the existing teacher networks such as 
subject associations in order to share their expertise in Asian studies. Academic 
institutions might co-host in-service activities with subject associations and facilitate 
small specialist workshops. 
 
Asian studies must be more than a new “content” area. It needs to be set in the 
movement for transformative education. This view of teaching and learning challenges 
taken-for-granted values and assumptions and encourages students to critique their 
own lives and values as they investigate issues affecting themselves and others. As the 
students become empowered and develop analytical and strategic skills they are more 
competent and confident in their ability to take action for change. 2 Students then start to 
reconstruct their knowledge of themselves and their culture. Viviani referred to part of 
this process in a paper presented at Monash University:  
 
If Asian studies in our schools is about anything, it should be about 
reconstructing our self-images and the images of others with a sense of 
proportion, an attention to diversity and in a critical frame of mind. One purpose 
of Asian studies should be to ask awkward questions about ourselves and 
others.3 
 
If teachers have the knowledge and expertise to facilitate transformative learnings in the 
classroom that focus on our students and on the aspirations and experiences of our 
Asian neighbours in the contemporary and the historical world, then we have made the 
step towards cross cultural understanding.  
 
Other Influences 
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Media sources need to provide a more balanced coverage of Asian issues. How often 
are students confronted with images of Asian peoples as victims of natural disasters, 
refugees, the helpless recipients of armed violence and dependent upon aid programs? 
How can we encourage students to focus on Asian issues when media sources 
concentrate so heavily on reports from Great Britain, the United States and Europe? A 
one inch summary of a Reuter’s press release on an issue from Asia hardly compares 
with several pages of articles about the British election campaign over a period of five 
days! Newspapers and television are often our first teaching resources about current 
Asian issues. The media needs to prioritise Asian issues and provide intelligent analysis 
of these issues. 
 
Parent groups seem to support the teaching of Asian languages as a means of 
preparing their students for employment opportunities. It is important that parent groups 
realise the value of Asian studies in providing a context for language development and 
cultural understandings. Asia-literate students who are proficient in Asian languages will 
be highly effective in Australia-Asia relations and critical in forging new links. Asian 
studies needs a public awareness campaign and community support.  
 
An encouraging innovation designed to facilitate the systematic inclusion of Asian 
studies in the P-12 curriculum is already in the implementation phase in Queensland. 
The Asian Studies Curriculum Development Project is a joint initiative of the 
Queensland Department and the Languages and Literature Branch of the Department 
of Education, Employment and Training. The target areas for infusion of Asian studies 
include Language Arts/English, Social Studies, Drama, Art, Music, Social Education, 
History, Geography and Economics. This three year project (1990-92) will aim at 
producing a set of readings for teachers on Asian Studies, resource list, an Asian 
Studies teaching framework and sets of teaching materials developed and trailed by 
teachers. The materials will include a discussion of methodologies suitable for the 
facilitation of cross cultural learning. 
 
Stephen FitzGerald recently commented on the centrality of the role of the teacher in 
achieving an Asia literate society in Australia: 
 
The point is to provide excellent Australian teachers who are Asia-literate and who 
are committed to helping our children to understanding the world in which they will 
live and work. The role of the teacher is vital. Without them nothing will change and 
Australia will fail to come to terms with its role in the evolving regional and global 
environment. The consequences of such a failure would be disastrous for our 
children and for Australia. 4 
 
The infusion of Asia studies in the school curriculum will be an attainable goal if 
teachers are given continuing in-service and professional recognition for their dedication 
and hard work. Innovations do not “happen”, they have to be planned and implemented 
with great skill. The indications of the success of the Queensland Asian Studies 
Curriculum Development Project is an example of what might occur if government 
agencies support and provide suitable funding for teachers to implement Asian studies 
in their schools. 
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This article commenced with teacher perspectives. Their concerns are real and 
genuine. They need to be heard! 
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